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Over the last 10 years, 90% of the water used in Kansas each year originated from a 
groundwater source.  Given the importance of groundwater as a resource to the state, Kansas 
has several freshwater databases containing data on well construction and lithology, measured 
depths to water, and reported water use.

Kansas is unique in relation to other states in that it does not have a single water agency that 
is typically found in a Department of Natural Resources.  Rather, water regulation has been 
assigned across multiple agencies, each with its own unique goals and responsibilities and, in 
some cases, its own groundwater databases. 
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The KGS, as part of its core mission, hosts three of the state’s primary freshwater groundwater 
databases.  This presentation will address each of these data sets, all of which can be found 
under the “Water Section” of the KGS’s website at www.kgs.ku.edu, and will show examples of 
how the data are being applied.
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WWC5
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The Water Well Completion Records database—or as it is often referred to, WWC5—is a 
collection of water well construction and lithology records. The Water Well Program of the 
Kansas Department of Health and Environment oversees groundwater well development and 
provides data about potential water supplies in Kansas.  Through this program, well drillers 
have been required to submit a WWC5 form each time a groundwater well is drilled, 
reconstructed, or plugged in Kansas since 1975. 

The KGS is directed under state statute 2-1212 to keep these records on file and available to 
the public. There are more than 276,000 records on file.
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The WWC5 database can be accessed at this URL: 
http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Magellan/WaterWell/index.html.  Records can be selected by a Public 
Land Survey System (PLSS) description or a county name.  Records also can be accessed 
through the WWC5 map viewer (to be discussed later in the presentation) or downloaded in 
their entirety via a compressed zip file.

For this presentation, Cheyenne County is selected for an example query.
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Once a query is submitted, the WWC5 website returns all matching records as a sortable 
table.  Records, shown in groups of 50 wells at a time, can be sorted by the PLSS description, 
owner name, well depth, static water level (at the time the well was constructed), estimated 
yield, intended use of water, other identification numbers, well action (constructed, 
reconstructed, or plugged), date of the well action, and availability of scanned WWC5 forms.

In this example, the scanned form for the WWC5 record in the SWNWNWNW of 11-01S-37W 
is selected.
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Example of the selected driller’s log. The traditional use of the WWC5 website has been to 
access these scanned images.  The WWC5 forms vary over the years in terms of layout, but 
they all contain key data elements:

• Location and owner Information.

• Well depth, measured static water level, and expected flow rate.

• Well casing, borehole diameter, casing, screening, and gravel pack information.

• Lithologic descriptions of the subsurface material the well penetrates.
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The mapping portion of the WWC5 website has recently been updated.  The mapper can be 
accessed from an individual well listing or the initial WWC5 web page.  WWC5 records can be 
plotted and overlain with other spatial datasets—specifically Kansas counties, PLSS sections, 
groundwater management district boundaries, major and minor aquifer system extents, 
topographic maps, and several years of aerial photos.
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The WWC5 mapping page allows WWC5 records to be displayed and labeled in a variety of 
fashions.  In this example, the WWC5 points are color-coded based on estimated flow rates—
cooler colors (blues and greens) indicate lower flow rates relative to warmer colors (oranges 
and yellows), which represent higher rates.  Each well is labeled by its well depth and 
estimated flow rate.  The WWC5 mapping page allows users to quickly and easily explore 
existing groundwater well development across an area or region of the state.

The WWC5 site has options to download WWC5 data.
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WWC5 data can be downloaded into comma-delimited, ASCII files that are readable by 
spreadsheets and database software.

One file represents groundwater wells with geographic coordinates along with site-specific 
information, such as well depth, completion date, and owner.

The second file provides a link that generates the lithologic log data file, which describes the 
subsurface material the well is passing through along with the depth intervals of each category.

The two files can be related or joined via the WELL_ID field.
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WWC5 forms provide a great wealth of information describing groundwater wells and the 
sources of supply the well accesses.  However, the submitted information can vary in terms of 
quality and detail.  Many WWC5 forms are excellent, both in quality and detail of the submitted 
information, but others are not.  The Kansas Groundwater Association works to educate and 
assist licensed drilling companies on submitting forms; however, most of the submitted 
information is based on on-site observations with virtually no regulatory oversight.  
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Question: Why do people care whether there is a WWC5 database?  WWC5 records can be 
used to answer a multitude of questions:

• Are there any groundwater sources available on or near a particular property?  In rural 
environments, domestic water needs are either provided by rural water districts or private 
wells.  WWC5 is a great source to quickly investigate water availability.

• How many private lawn/garden wells are drilled within a town?  If a metropolitan area 
overlies a shallow, accessible aquifer system, there are often thousands of private wells 
drilled within the city limits.  Although generally small in terms of use, together these wells 
can have a notable impact on the local source of supply.

• What is the depth to water for locations in eastern Kansas?  The State of Kansas does not 
have a statewide water-level network (to be discussed in the next section of this 
presentation).  WWC5 forms are often the only source that lists the depth to water across 
many areas of eastern Kansas.
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The KGS uses WWC5-based records to characterize aquifer parameters and conditions.

The Smoky Hill River Valley Groundwater Model is a numerical flow model designed to help 
test ground and surface water management proposals in the Smoky Hill River valley between 
Kanopolis Reservoir and the City of Salina.  WWC5 forms were used to identify shale and 
other non-permeable materials, which were interpolated into a continuous surface of the 
underlying aquifer bedrock.

The KGS is also investigating approaches to develop quantitative aquifer models by 
reclassifying the tens of thousands of submitted lithologic descriptions into 71 synonymy 
classes.  The synonymy classes are, in turn, interpolated into permeability groupings that are 
dynamically linked to groundwater flow models.   As the simulated water levels change within 
each model iteration, they are intersected with a three-dimensional representation of the 
simplified WWC5 permeability classes, and aquifer parameters, such as the hydraulic 
conductivity and specific yield, are dynamically assigned to model cells.
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WIZARD
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The KGS-administered database WIZARD is an acronym for Water Information Storage and 
Retrieval Database (if you say “WISARD” three time fast it sounds like “WIZARD”) and 
represents the state’s largest repository of depth-to-water measurements in Kansas.  WIZARD 
evolved in the  mid-1990s from the U.S. Geological Survey’s Groundwater Site Inventory and 
today is used to store measured water levels from the KGS, Kansas Department of Agriculture, 
Division of Water Resources (KDA-DWR), local groundwater management districts, and the 
USGS.

The map shows the distribution of wells with a depth-to-water measurement taken in the last 
20 years.  Many of the measured wells are found along major alluvial valleys, such as in the 
Republican River alluvium and in the High Plains aquifer (HPA) region of Kansas, shown by 
the tan shaded areas.
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This map shows the major and minor aquifer units in the state.
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The HPA is the most-used aquifer in the state and supplies most of the groundwater used each 
year.  This is illustrated by the distribution of groundwater-based water right wells (typically 
non-domestic, large capacity wells).
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Given the importance to Kansas, each January, the KGS in cooperation with the KDA-DWR 
measures roughly 1,400 water wells across the HPA region, shown as red stars on the map, to 
provide regional characterizations of the aquifer.  Collected depths to water measurements can 
be obtained from the WIZARD site.
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The majority of depth-to-water measurements are taken from actual production wells, usually 
irrigation wells.  Other types of wells measured each year include windmills, abandoned wells, 
oil-supply wells, and observation wells constructed solely for the continuous monitoring of 
water levels.
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The Exploration Services Section heads up the field collections effort for the KGS portion of the 
Cooperative Water Level Program. Steel tapes are lowered down access points between the 
well casing and pump column into the water column and held at specific depths, called the 
“hold.”  The bottom 20 or 30 feet of the tape is incremented to the thousandths of a foot and 
covered in blue chalk, which makes a distinct “cut” mark where the tape is wet from crossing 
into the water table versus where it is dry.  The depth to water from the measuring point is then 
computed by subtracting the “cut” from the “hold.”

KGS staff use internally customized software, called Water Droid, to navigate the network of 
groundwater wells and store collected measurements using Android-based mobile devices 
(e.g., phones and tablets). Water Droid provides on-site data checks and transmits the 
measurement back to KGS servers via cloud-based storage.  Additional customized web 
applications then display the network wells in terms of their measurement status and any 
missed wells can readily be identified along with wells tagged as “UTM” (unable to measure).
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Every year, a small percentage of wells are classified as UTM—unable to measure.  In most 
cases, this happens because of simple hazards such as blocked road access or adverse field 
conditions caused by winter precipitation.  In other situations, blockages can occur from shifts 
in the well casing or other down-hole obstructions, such as rodents and other critters that met 
unsavory ends after becoming stuck in downhole access points.  The Cooperative Water Level 
Program is completely voluntary and landowners (or their monkeys) can opt out of the program 
at any time.
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The WIZARD website can be accessed from this url: 
http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Magellan/WaterLevels/index.html.  It has the same look and feel as the 
WWC5 page but has expanded query options.  In addition to PLSS and county-based queries, 
water levels can be selected by latitude and longitude box, local groundwater management 
districts, or specific ID numbers.  Water levels can be filtered to limit results to a specified 
range of dates.
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Once a query is submitted, the WIZARD website returns all matching records as a sortable 
table.  Well records, shown in groups of 50 at a time, can be sorted by the USGS_ID, county 
designation, PLSS description, number of depth-to-water measurements, longitude, latitude, 
use of the well site, use made of water, and well depth.

The USGS_ID (aka the Site Number in today’s federal USGS database) is still maintained as 
the primary key in the WIZARD schema.  Each ID is hyperlinked to specific well pages.
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Specific well pages in WIZARD are dynamically populated from WIZARD based on submitted 
USGS_ID values.  Information is provided in three frames within a single web page that outline 
well-specific information, measuring point descriptions, and all recorded depth-to-water 
measurements, which are displayed in graph form (annual averages) and a tabular listing of 
each unique measurement, the date the water level was obtained, the method of collection, 
and which agency measured the well.
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The Kansas Index Well Program is a collection of groundwater wells equipped to provide real-
time and continuous water-level recordings at selected sites across Kansas.   All sensor-
derived and manually conducted measurements are provided through WIZARD or can be 
accessed from these websites:

HPA: http://www.kgs.ku.edu/HighPlains/OHP/index_program/index.shtml
KS River Valley: http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Hydro/KansasRiver/index.html

The web page shown on the right side of the slide shows hourly recorded water levels from 
mid-May 2018 to late March 2019 recorded by a pressure transducer installed at the index well 
north of Scott City, Kansas.  Water-level responses during the pumping season occurring in 
the spring/summer months can readily be compared to that in the fall and winter months when 
water levels recover.  Reviewing these types of responses in the aquifer has provided the KGS 
better insights into how we characterize the aquifer.
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There are two methods to download or access data from WIZARD.  The first is the traditional 
method of clicking the download button.
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This provides two comma-delimited, ASCII files that are readable by spreadsheets and 
database software.  

One file represents groundwater wells with geographic coordinates along with site-specific 
information, such as well depth, use of the site, and geologic unit codes.

The second file provides a link to the manually collected depth-to-water measurements.

The two files can be related or joined via the USGS_ID.
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The second method to access WIZARD-based data is through a web service.  Although 
designed specifically for the KGS involvement in the USGS National Groundwater Monitoring 
Network program, this web service is publicly available and returns water levels in a machine-
readable, XML-formatted document.  If you are a programmer/developer, this is the most 
exciting slide of the whole presentation (or not….).

For more information, check out KGS Open-File Report 2016-28.
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Question: Why do people care that there is a WIZARD database?  

• Land- and groundwater-based water right owners often like to know the depth to water in 
their wells.

• Enhanced water management.  The State of Kansas has several water initiatives underway 
that seek to reduce water use/consumption from the HPA.  Some of these programs are 
voluntary while others are mandated through local groundwater management districts.  
Changes in the water table are used to both identify priority areas and trigger action items 
listed under the management plans.

• Banks and financial institutions are starting to use estimates of the usable lifetime of the 
aquifer as a consideration for loans.

• Lastly, accountants and tax professionals are often the first to inquire about the annual 
water-level results as tax deductions can be applied for “depleted assets” in the aquifer.
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The KGS uses water-level data from WIZARD to track regional changes in the water table.  
The animated map in the upper left shows the accumulated change in the Kansas HPA from 
1996 to 2018.

Interpolated surfaces of the water table elevation can be combined with interpolated bedrock 
elevations (created from WWC5-based lithology data) to produce estimates of the aquifer 
thickness.  

The map in the lower right shows a simple approach to estimate the usable lifetime of the 
Kansas HPA based on decline rates and aquifer thickness.   The measured rate of water-level 
change is applied as an average annual change against the present-day saturated thickness 
and the number of years it will take before the aquifer reaches the minimum thickness needed 
to support 200-gpm flow rates over the summer pumping season.  Red areas on the map 
indicate that if the annual average groundwater decline measured from 1996 to 2018 continued 
in the future, the aquifer would reach that 200 gpm threshold in less than 25 years.
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WIMAS
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WIMAS stands for Water Information Management and Analysis System and uses water-right 
data maintained by the Kansas Department of Agriculture, Division of Water Resources (KDA-
DWR).  Water rights are required in Kansas for most non-domestic uses of water.  A water 
right permit or certificate allows water, either from a surface or ground source, to be diverted 
so long as it is applied to a beneficial use.  The color-infrared aerial photo above shows the 
development of center pivot irrigation systems between Garden City and Dodge City, all of 
which are permitted through a water right.

Water right information is stored internally by the KDA-DWR in a database known as the Water 
Rights Information System or WRIS.   WIMAS is a set of tools that uses a subset of WRIS-
based data to facilitate access to and analysis of Kansas water right data.
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The KDA-DWR administers water rights through the Kansas Water Appropriation Act, which is 
based on the principle of “first in time, first in right” for both ground and surface water uses.  
Western Kansas is dominated by groundwater use (red dots on the map are water-right 
permitted groundwater wells) whereas eastern Kansas is primarily a surface water regime 
(blue dots on the map).  Uses made of water in Kansas include irrigation, municipal, 
recreational, stockwater, and industrial.  However, regardless of the use made of water, the 
date that water was first put to beneficial use determines which water right is “senior” to other 
“junior” water rights that were established later in time if a particular water supply ever 
becomes in short supply.
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Kansas water rights are highly regulated.  Water-right permits and certificates set annual 
authorized levels on the amount of water that can be pumped, how fast water can be diverted, 
and where it can be used.  Kansas is unique compared to other western states (those north, 
south, and west of Kansas that also follow the appropriation doctrine for water management) in 
that water use is required to be reported each year as a stipulation of the water-right permit or 
certificate.  Failure to report or knowingly falsifying water-use reports is subject to regulatory 
consequences.  Over the Kansas HPA, more than 95% of permitted groundwater wells have a 
totalizing flow meter installed to quantify annual water usage.
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Kansas water rights can be very complex entities.  A single water right may have multiple uses 
of water and can divert water from multiple points of diversion.  In turn, individual points of 
diversion might be associated with more than one water rights.  These relationships can make 
representations in database systems challenging.
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This is a diagram of a portion of the WRIS database schema.  It is full of many-to-many 
relationships among various data tables and contains numerous status codes and indicators 
that determine various states of water rights.  Users must have an understanding of the 
nuances and business rules associated with WRIS to successfully query and use the vast 
amount of information that it provides.
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WRIS is complex because water rights are complex entities.
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WIMAS acts as data interpreter for WRIS-based data as it allows users to query and analyze 
WRIS data without a working knowledge of the underlying database.  WIMAS traditionally has 
been a GIS-based software package developed in 1991 by the USGS. Several versions and 
iterations of this software concept have been developed over the years by the KDA-DWR and 
KGS with the latest web-based version being hosted through the KGS website.
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WIMAS can be accessed at this url: http://hercules.kgs.ku.edu/geohydro/wimas/index.cfm.  
The page allows water rights to be queried by a PLSS description, latitude and longitude box, 
Kansas county, or individual water-right number and then further filtered to include only certain 
uses of water, particular water rights, and source of supply.  Unlike the other database web 
applications, WIMAS requires an email address to be submitted with each query to serve as a 
digital signature instead of a formal public records request.
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WIMAS queries return the water-right numbers associated with the permits or certificates 
(often referred to as the File Number), the use(s) made of water under those rights, the source 
of supply, an indicator of whether that use is active or inactive, the priority date of the water 
right, and current status code.  In addition, a PLSS description of each point of diversion of 
each water right is listed along with lat/long coordinates, county the diversion is located in, and 
whether it is active or inactive.  The page includes a link to a WIMAS user manual, where 
users can find descriptions of several of the WRIS database codes.
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Water-right information can be displayed as individual water rights (shown here) or as an 
individual point of diversion.  Depending on the selected water right, the use made of water, 
and point of diversion, the page will update to show how much water could be diverted each 
year and the reported water usage.  Authorized quantities and rates along with water use will 
change depending on the selected water right, use, and point of diversion.
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WIMAS allows some analysis options using the entire set of queried records.  In this example, 
the total amount of water authorized (e.g., what could be pumped each year) in Shawnee 
County, Kansas, is totaled using a matrix of water source and use made of water.  The total 
number of acres authorized by source for irrigation uses also is listed.
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A similar summary matrix can be generated for individual years of water use, along with 
options to compute simple trends in usage.
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With user-specified starting and ending years, WIMAS provides the total amount of water 
reported used and the total number of acres reported irrigated for the queried water rights in 
both graph and tabular form.  At this point, the individual years of water use for each water 
right/point of diversion can be downloaded.
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Question: Why do people care that there is a WIMAS database?

• Mark Twain’s quote that “Whiskey is for drinking, water is for fighting” is applicable to many 
water management situations.  Water management, whether in an environment of stressed 
supplies or one of surplus, can be very cantankerous with conflicts that range from the local 
to regional and even national scale.

• Water usage in Kansas is dominated by irrigated, groundwater use in the western half of 
the state and primarily municipal/industrial uses in eastern Kansas, where both ground and 
surface water supplies are used.  All are governed under the same Kansas Water 
Appropriation Act.

• Larger, non-domestic users of water are required to obtain a water right; however, most of 
the state is officially closed to new water-right development.  This leads to using the 
marketplace to buy and sell water rights to obtain additional water allocations.  WIMAS is a 
free public portal for that water-right-based information.
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The KGS uses water-right information to assist other agencies and local groundwater 
management districts in evaluating various management activities and proposals.  The map in 
the upper left was developed for Southwest Kansas GMD 3, where a two-mile circle analysis 
was applied to every unique water right/use made of water/point of diversion combination to 
quantify how much of the existing annual allocations would need to be reapportioned to match 
the district’s 40/25 policy (e.g., 40% of the amount of water in storage expressed as an annual 
value).

The middle map shows the density of average reported groundwater use from 2008 to 2017 
over the Kansas HPA.  In the Ogallala portion of the HPA (the western third of Kansas), areas 
of higher reported groundwater use generally correspond to areas of greater water-level 
decline. Reported water use in Kansas can be found for some water rights going back to 1958.  
However, 1990 is often used as a starting point for temporal analyses since this was the first 
year Kansas had a water-use quality control program in place. 

Using the relationship between water use and water-level change within the context of a water 
balance approach, the KGS has developed a method that allows for quick evaluations of 
changes in groundwater usage and what rate of groundwater decline can be expected as a 
result.  In many cases, the reduction in pumping needed to stabilize water levels in the short 
term (a decade or two) is much less than traditional estimates.  This data-driven approach is 
also being used to better calibrate regional flow models.
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Master Well Inventory
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The issue that was—multiple agencies with multiple groundwater databases.
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Example of a quarter section of ground somewhere in Kansas.  If a person was investigating 
the amount of groundwater development that has taken place in this parcel of land, they would 
have to separately query three databases, from which nine individual database records would 
be returned.  In this example, the records returned would be three records from WIMAS 
representing the known water-right activities, four from WIZARD representing measured wells 
(or wells historically archived in the older USGS system), and two from WWC5 for submitted 
driller logs.

Several of these database records reference the same groundwater well but it would be up to 
the user to associate any matching records.
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The Master Well Inventory was a project funded by the state water plan by which common 
fields and ID values from each of the source databases—in this case WWC5, WIZARD, and 
WIMAS—were inserted into an individual database table, which acts as a staging area to 
identify commonality among the database records.  Matched database records and those 
determined to be unique well listings are then populated into another table referred to as the 
Master Well Inventory (MWI).  The MWI represents well site locations and is composed of one 
or more source records.  This removes duplication and allows information between the source 
records to be readily merged together.
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This is an example of a well matching page developed at the KGS.  The upper frame displays 
records in the MWI.  Records here can exist only if they are present in the lower frame, which 
displays source records from WWC5, WIZARD, and WIMAS.  The well matching page 
facilitates well matching using various color shadings based on the common database 
attributes.  

The top selected record in the MWI shows results for a single well location composed of four 
source database records.  The MWI uses the best information available to describe a well’s 
location.  For example, if GPS coordinates are present in one of the source database records, 
they will be used to spatially plot the well’s location.
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With the MWI in place, there are really only four actual wells in this plot of ground.  They are 
composed based on nine records from the three source databases, but the MWI has removed 
the duplication and allows users to seamlessly integrate data from WWC5, WIMAS, and 
WIZARD.
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The KGS plans to greatly enhance the MWI but for now, static downloads can be made based 
on PLSS descriptions or county designations.  For ArcGIS desktop or Pro users, map and 
feature services are created and published nightly, allowing the MWI points to be incorporated 
directly into data frames.
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This is an example of using a comma-delimited ASCII download of wells selected in Thomas 
County, Kansas, from the MWI.  Given the MWI has several coordinate options (geographic, 
UTM), the wells can readily be mapped using GIS software, in this case, ESRI’s ArcPro GIS.
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MWI downloads are populated with the common attributes from the source database, such as 
PLSS legal descriptions, county designations, well depth, construction date, and use(s) made 
of water.  In addition, the primary key identifier from each of the source databases is also 
stored.  In this example, the primary key for the WWC5 database for the selected well is 
88100.  This number can be used to quickly look up this specific source record from the 
WWC5 database directly, either through the use of hyperlinks within ArcPro or through 
cutting/pasting a URL into a web browser.
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Example of the URL that uniquely identifies an individual WWC5 record.  The URL calls data 
from the WWC5 database based on the listed well_id—in this case, 88100.
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The primary key for the WIMAS (or WRIS) database for a point of diversion is the pdiv_id, 
which for this selected well MWI record is 45220.  This number can be used to quickly look up 
specific information directly from the WIMAS database, either through the use of hyperlinks 
within ArcPro or through cutting/pasting a URL into a web browser.
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Example of the URL that uniquely identifies an individual WIMAS point of diversion record.  
The URL calls data from the WIMAS database based on the listed pdiv_id—in this case, 
45220.
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The primary key for the WIZARD database is the USGS_ID, which for the selected MWI well in 
this example is 393329101172201.  This number can be used to quickly look up this record 
from the WIZARD database, either through the use of hyperlinks within ArcPro or through 
cutting/pasting a URL into a web browser.
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Example of the URL that uniquely identifies an individual WIZARD record.  The URL calls data 
from the WIZARD database based on the listed usgs_id.

This example from the WIZARD website shows how the MWI has been integrated within the 
web applications of each of the source databases.  This WIZARD site/web page allows users 
to quickly bring up information from WWC5 and WIMAS using the provided links.  
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The primary key for the MWI is a field called WELL_KID. This number uniquely identifies well 
records in the MWI and is also added to downloads for WIMAS, WIZARD, and WWC5.  In the 
example above, additional data from WIZARD for wells in Thomas County, Kansas, were 
downloaded and displayed within ArcPro along with the MWI wells.  You can see the 
WELL_KID field is part of the WIZARD well’s attribute table.  The WELL_KID field can be used 
to relate or join data among all the source databases and MWI.
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Thank You!


